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A GRAPH PEBBLING ALGORITHM ON WEIGHTED GRAPHS
NÁNDOR SIEBEN
Abstrat. A pebbling move on a weighted graph removes some pebbles at a vertex and
adds one pebble at an adjaent vertex. The number of pebbles removed is the weight
of the edge onneting the verties. A vertex is reahable from a pebble distribution
if it is possible to move a pebble to that vertex using pebbling moves. The pebbling
number of a weighted graph is the smallest number m needed to guarantee that any
vertex is reahable from any pebble distribution of m pebbles. Regular pebbling problems
on unweighted graphs are speial ases when the weight on every edge is 2. A regular
pebbling problem often simplies to a pebbling problem on a simpler weighted graph.
We present an algorithm to nd the pebbling number of weighted graphs. We use this
algorithm together with graph simpliations to nd the regular pebbling number of all
onneted graphs with at most nine verties.
1. Introdution
Graph pebbling has its origin in number theory. It is a model for the transportation of
resoures. Starting with a pebble distribution on the verties of a simple onneted graph, a
pebbling move removes two pebbles from a vertex and adds one pebble at an adjaent vertex.
We an think of the pebbles as fuel ontainers. Then the loss of the pebble during a move
is the ost of transportation. A vertex is alled reahable if a pebble an be moved to that
vertex using pebbling moves. The pebbling number of a graph is the minimum number of
pebbles that guarantees that every vertex is reahable. There are many dierent variations
of pebbling. For a omprehensive list of referenes for the extensive literature see the survey
papers [4, 5℄.
Our goal is to nd an algorithm that nds the pebbling number in a realisti amount
of omputing time. The main idea of the algorithm is that if we know all the suient
distributions from whih a given goal vertex is reahable then we an nd the insuient
distributions from whih the goal vertex is not reahable. An insuient distribution must
be smaller than a suient distribution. The pebbling number an be found by nding an
insuient distribution with the most pebbles. The problem is that there are too many
suient distributions. Lukily it sues to nd the barely suient distributions from
whih the goal vertex is no longer reahable after the removal of any pebble.
Our algorithm works even if the ost of moving a pebble from one vertex to another
varies between dierent verties. To take advantage of this, we generalize the notion of
graph pebbling on weighted graphs and we develop the basi theory of weighted graph
pebbling.
The generalization is worth the eort sine pebbling on many graphs an be simplied
if we replae the graph by a weighted graph with fewer edges. For example a tree an be
replaed by a weighted graph ontaining a single edge. Cut verties, leaves and ears oer
the most fruitful simpliations.
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We use these simpliations and our algorithm to alulate the pebbling number of all
onneted graphs with at most nine verties. We present the spetrum of pebbling numbers
in terms of the number of verties in the graph.
2. Preliminaries
Let G be a simple onneted graph. We use the notation V (G) for the vertex set and
E(G) for the edge set. We use the standard notation vu = uv for the edge {v, u} ∈ E(G).
A path of G is a subgraph isomorphi to the path graph Pn with n ≥ 1 verties. A weighted
graph Gω is a graph G with a weight funtion ω : E(G) → N.
A pebble funtion on G is a funtion p : V (G) → Z where p(v) is the number of pebbles
plaed at v. A pebble distribution is a nonnegative pebble funtion. The size of a pebble
distribution p is the total number of pebbles ‖p‖ =
∑
v∈V (G) p(v). The support of the
pebble distribution p is the set supp(p) = {v ∈ V (G) | p(v) > 0}. We are going to use the
notation p(v1, . . . , vn, ∗) = (a1, . . . , an, q(∗)) to indiate that p(vi) = ai for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and p(w) = q(w) for all w ∈ V (G) \ {v1, . . . , vn}.
If vu ∈ E(G) then the pebbling move (vu) on the weighted graph Gω removes ω(vu)
pebbles at vertex v and adds one pebble at vertex u, more preisely, it replaes the pebble
funtion p with the pebble funtion
p(vu)(v, u, ∗) = (p(v)− ω(vu), p(u) + 1, p(∗)).
Note that the resulting pebble funtion p(vu) might not be a pebble distribution even if p
is.
The inverse of the pebbling move (vu) is denoted by (vu)−1. The inverse removes
a pebble from u and adds two pebbles at v, that is, it reates the new distribution
p(vu)−1(v, u, ∗) = (p(v) + 2, p(u) − 1, p(∗)). Note that (vu)
−1
is not a pebbling move.
A pebbling sequene is a nite sequene s = (s1, . . . , sk) of pebbling moves. The pebble
funtion gotten from the pebble funtion p after applying the moves in s is denoted by ps.
The onatenation of the pebbling sequenes r = (r1, . . . , rk) and s = (s1, . . . , sl) is denoted
by rs = (r1, . . . , rk, s1, . . . , sl).
A pebbling sequene (s1, . . . , sn) is exeutable from the pebble distribution p if p(s1,...,si) is
nonnegative for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A vertex x of G is t-reahable from the pebble distribution
p if there is an exeutable pebbling sequene s suh that ps(x) ≥ 1. We say x is reahable
if it is 1-reahable.
We write pit(Gω , x) for the minimum number m suh that x is t-reahable from every
pebble distribution of size m. We use the notation pi(Gω, x) for pi1(Gω, x). The t-pebbling
number pit(Gω) is max{pit(Gω, x) | x ∈ V (G)}. The pebbling number pi(Gω) is the 1-pebbling
number pi1(Gω).
If ω(e) = 2 for all e ∈ E(G) then pi(Gω) = pi(G) is the usual unweighted pebbling number.
So we allow the weight funtion ω to be dened only on a subset of V (G) and use the default
weight of 2 for edges where ω is undened.
Changing the order of moves in an exeutable pebbling sequene smay result in a sequene
r that is no longer exeutable. On the other hand the ordering of the moves has no eet
on the resulting pebble funtion, that is, ps = pr. This motivates the following denition.
Given a multiset S of pebbling moves on the weighted graph (Gω), the transition digraph
T (G,S) is a direted multigraph whose vertex set is V (G), and eah move (vu) in S
is represented by a direted edge (v, u). The transition digraph of a pebbling sequene
s = (s1, . . . , sn) is T (G, s) = T (G,S), where S = {s1, . . . , sn} is the multiset of moves in
s. Let d−
T (G,S) denote the in-degree and d
+
T (G,S) the out-degree in T (G,S). We simply write
d− and d+ if the transition digraph is lear from ontext. It is easy to see that the pebble
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funtion gotten from p after applying the moves in a multiset S of pebbling moves in any
order satises
pS(v) = p(v) + d
−
T (G,S)(v)−
∑
{ω(vu) | (v, u) ∈ E(T (G,S))}
for all v ∈ G. For unweighted graphs the formula simplies to
pS(v) = p(v) + d
−
T (G,S)(v) − 2d
+
T (G,S)(v).
3. Cyles in the transition digraph
In this setion we present a version of the No-Cyle Lemma [3, 8, 9℄. If the pebbling
sequene s is exeutable from a pebble distribution p then we learly must have ps ≥ 0. We
say that a multiset S of pebbling moves is balaned with a pebble distribution p at vertex v
if pS(v) ≥ 0. The multiset S is balaned with p if S is balaned with p at all v ∈ V (G), that
is, pS ≥ 0. We say that a pebbling sequene s is balaned with p if the multiset of moves
in s is balaned with p. The balane ondition is neessary but not suient for a pebbling
sequene to be exeutable. A multiset of pebbling moves or a pebbling sequene is alled
ayli if the orresponding transition digraph has no direted yles.
Proposition 3.1. If S is a multiset of pebbling moves on Gω then there is an ayli multiset
R ⊆ S suh that pR ≥ pS for all pebble funtion p on G.
Proof. Let p be a pebble funtion on G. Suppose that T (G,S) has a direted yle C. Let Q
be the multiset of pebbling moves orresponding to the arrows of C and R = S \Q. Let uv
be the rst vertex from v along C. Then pR(v) = pS(v)− 1 + ω(vuv) ≥ pS(v) for v ∈ V (C)
and pR(v) = pS(v) for v ∈ V (G) \ V (C).
We an repeat this proess until we eliminate all the yles. We nish in nitely many
steps sine every step dereases the number of pebbling moves. 
Denition 3.2. Let S be a multiset of pebbling moves on G. An element (vu) ∈ S is
alled an initial move of S if d−(v) = 0. A pebbling sequene s is alled regular if si is an
initial move of S \ {s1, . . . , si−1} for all i.
It is lear that if the multiset S is balaned with a pebble distribution p and s is an initial
move of S then s is exeutable from p.
Proposition 3.3. If S is an ayli multiset then there is a regular sequene s of the elements
of S. If S is also balaned with the pebble funtion p then s is exeutable from p.
Proof. If S is ayli then we must have an initial move t of S. Then S \ {t} is still ayli.
So we an reursively nd the elements of s reursively by piking an initial move t of S and
then replaing S with S \ {t} at eah step.
Now assume that S is balaned with p. Then Si = S \ {s1, . . . , si−1} is balaned with
p(s1,...,si−1) for all i sine (p(s1,...,si−1))Si = pS ≥ 0. Hene the initial move si of Si is exeutable
from p(s1,...,si−1), that is, p(s1,...,si) ≥ 0 for all i. 
The following result is our main tool.
Theorem 3.4. Let p be a pebble distribution on Gω and x ∈ V (G). The following are
equivalent.
(1) Vertex x is reahable from p.
(2) There is a multiset S of pebbling moves with pS ≥ 0 and pS(x) ≥ 1.
(3) There is an ayli multiset R of pebbling moves with pR ≥ 0 and pR(x) ≥ 1.
(4) Vertex x is reahable from p through a regular pebbling sequene.
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Figure 4.1. Simpliation using the ut vertex v. If pit(Kω, v) = at+b then
pi(Gω, x) = pi(G˜ω˜, x) + b.
Proof. If x is reahable from p then there is a sequene s of pebbling moves suh that s is
exeutable from p and ps(x) ≥ 1. If S is the multiset of the moves of s then pS ≥ 0 and
pS(x) ≥ 1 and so (1) implies (2).
By Proposition 3.1, (2) implies (3) and by Proposition 3.3, (3) implies (4). It is lear that
(4) implies (1). 
It is onvenient to write the ondition pS ≥ 0 and pS(x) ≥ 1 ompatly as pS ≥ 1{x}
using the indiator funtion of the singleton set {x}.
4. Cut verties
The pebbling number of a graph with a ut vertex often an be alulated using a simpler
graph. This simpliation introdues new weights. The following theorem is the main reason
we study weighted graphs.
Proposition 4.1. Let H and K be onneted graphs suh that V (H)∩V (K) = {v} and v is a
ut vertex of G = H∪K. Let ω be a weight funtion on E(G). Assume that pit(Kω, v) = at+b
for all t. Dene a graph G˜ by V (G˜) = V (H)∪˙{u} and E(G˜) = E(H) ∪ {vu}. Dene a
weight funtion on E(G˜) by
ω˜(e) =
{
a if e = vu
ω(e) else
.
If the goal vertex x is in V (H) then pi(Gω, x) = pi(G˜ω˜, x) + b.
To simplify notation, we used Kω instead of the more preise Kω|E(K) even though ω is
dened on values outside of E(K).
Proof. The graphs are visualized in Figure 4.1. First we show that pi(Gω, x) ≥ pi(G˜ω˜, x)+ b.
Let p be a pebble distribution on G˜ with ‖p‖ = pi(Gω, x)− b. We reate a new distribution
q on G onsisting of red and green pebbles. The red pebbles are plaed on H exatly the
same way as the pebbles in p are plaed on H. The number of green pebbles is p(u) + b.
The green pebbles are plaed on K so that the number of pebbles that an be moved to v
using only green pebbles is minimum. This minimum number is learly ⌊p(u)/a⌋. Note that
q an have both red and green pebbles on v. Then ‖q‖ = pi(Gω, x), so there is an ayli
multiset S of pebbling moves on Gω suh that qS ≥ 1{x}. Let SH and SK ontain the moves
of S inside H and K respetively so that S = SH ∪˙SK .
We are going to see that moving red pebbles from H to K is not beneial and so these
moves an be eliminated. Sine S is ayli, any maximal walk in T (K,SK) starting at v
is atually a path. Let us remove the pebbling moves orresponding to suh maximal walks
from SK until we eliminate all walks from T (K,SK) starting at v. The hoie of these
maximal walks is not unique and they an overlap, so we need to eliminate them one by
one. The resulting multiset S′K ⊆ SK is balaned with q and qSK (v) ≤ qS′K (v).
Exeuting S′K from q annot move more than ⌊p(u)/a⌋ pebbles to v sine S
′
K does not
have any eet on the red pebbles. Let R be the multiset ontaining the elements of SH
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together with ⌊‖p(u)‖/a⌋ opies of the move (uv). Then it is lear that pR(u) ≥ 0 and pR
is not smaller than qS on H, hene pR ≥ 1{x}.
Now we show that pi(Gω, x) ≤ pi(G˜ω˜, x) + b. Let p be a pebble distribution on G with
‖p‖ = pi(G˜ω˜, x) + b. Let c = ‖p|V (K)\{v}‖ be the number of pebbles in this distribution on
V (K) \ {v}. We reate a new distribution q on G˜ suh that q and p are the same on V (H)
and q(u) = max{0, c− b}. Then ‖q‖ ≥ pi(G˜ω˜, x) so there is an ayli multiset S of pebbling
moves on G˜ω˜ suh that qS ≥ 1{x}. There is a multiset R1 of pebbling moves on K using
only the pebbles on V (K) \ {v} suh that pR1(v) = p(v) + ⌊max{0, c − b}/a⌋. Let R be
the multiset ontaining the elements of R1 together with the elements of S dierent from
(uv). Then pR is not smaller than qS on H and pR is nonnegative on V (K) \ {v}, hene
pR ≥ 1{x}. 
Note 4.2. The previous proposition is appliable in many situations sine the funtion t 7→
pit(G,x) is often linear; for example for trees, omplete graphs and hyperubes. In partiular
it is linear for yles [6℄ where pit(C2n) = t2
n
and pit(C2n+1) = 1 + (t− 1)2
n + 2
⌊
2n+1
3
⌋
.
The simplest nonlinear example is the wheel graph W5 with 5 verties. If x is a degree 3
vertex then
pit(W5, x) =
{
5 if t = 1
4t if t ≥ 2
.
If G is the omplete graph with 7 verties with one missing edge xy then
pit(G,x) =
{
2t+ 5 if t ∈ {1, 2}
4t if t ≥ 3
.
5. Simplifiations using leaves
Proposition 5.1. Let Gω be a weighted star graph with enter x and spikes xv1, . . . , xvn.
Suppose that a = ω(xv1) is the maximum value of ω. Then pit(Gω, x) = ta+
∑n
i=2(ω(xvi)−1).
Proof. The maximum number of pebbles we an plae on vi so that at most ti pebbles an
be moved from vi to x is (ti + 1)ω(xvi)− 1. So
pit(Gω , x) = max{
n∑
i=1
((ti + 1)ω(xvi)− 1) | t1 + · · ·+ tn < t}+ 1
= (t− 1 + 1)ω(xv1)− 1 +
n∑
i=2
((0 + 1)ω(xvi)− 1) + 1
= ta+
n∑
i=2
(ω(xvi)− 1)
sine the maximum is taken when t1 = t− 1 and t2 = · · · = tn = 0. 
The reader an easily verify the following result.
Proposition 5.2. Let x, v1 and v2 be the onseutive verties of the graph G = P3 with
weight funtion ω. Then pit(Gω , x) = tω(xv1)ω(v1v2).
Propositions 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2 allow us to alulate the pebbling number of every weighted
tree sine we an simplify the tree to a single edge. The proess is shown in the next example.
Example 5.3. Figure 5.1 shows the stages of the simpliation of a tree. First we let K be
the subgraph of G generated by {v3, v4, v5}. Then pit(K, v3) = 4t by Proposition 5.2 so we
replae K by the weighted edge v3u1 to get G
(1)
ω1 . Next we let K be the subgraph of G
(1)
ω1
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Figure 5.1. Simpliation of a tree: pi(G, v0) = pi(G
(1)
ω1 , v0) = pi(G
(2)
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Figure 6.1. Substitution for a losed ear. The edge weight a is 2⌊
k
2
⌋
where
k is the number of verties of the losed ear.
generated by {v1, v2, u1}. Then pit(K, v3) = 4t + 2 by Proposition 5.1 so we replae K by
the weighted edge v3u2 to get G
(2)
ω2 . Finally we use Proposition 5.2 again to get G
(3)
ω3 .
6. Simplifiation using ears
In this setion we use the existene of speial paths in our graph to simplify the alulation
of the pebbling number. A thread of a graph is a path ontaining verties of degree 2.
Denition 6.1. Let x be a goal vertex in G. Let v1, . . . , vn be the onseutive verties of a
maximal thread T not ontaining x. There are unique verties v0 and vn+1 outside of T that
are adjaent to v1 and vn respetively. The subgraph E indued by v0, . . . , vn+1 is alled an
ear. The verties of T are alled the inner verties of E. If v0 = vn+1 then E is alled a
losed ear. If the verties of T are ut verties then E is alled a ut ear. If E is neither a
losed ear nor a ut ear then it is alled an open ear.
Note that an ear has at least two edges. Also note that the goal vertex an be an end
vertex of an ear.
6.1. Closed ears. If a losed ear has default weights then it an be replaed by a weighted
edge using Corollary 4.1 and Note 4.2. The simpliation is shown in Figure 6.1. If the
losed ear has 2n verties then pi(Gω, x) = pi(G˜ω˜, x). If the losed ear has 2n + 1 verties
then pi(Gω, x) = pi(G˜ω˜, x) + 1− 2
n + 2
⌊
2n+1
3
⌋
. The edge weight is a = 2n in both ases.
6.2. Cut ears. Cut ears an be replaed by weighted edges as well. First we need the
following result.
Lemma 6.2. Let p be a maximum size pebble distribution from whih the goal vertex x is
not reahable. Then p has no pebbles on the inner verties of a ut ear.
Proof. Suppose u is an inner vertex of the ut ear E and p(u) > 0. Let H and K be the
onneted omponents of G \ {u} suh that x ∈ H. There is a unique vertex v ∈ K that is
adjaent to u. The size of q = p(vu)−1 is larger than the size of p. We show that x is not
reahable from q whih is a ontradition.
Suppose there is an ayli multiset S of pebbling moves with qS ≥ 1{x}. If (vu) ∈ S
then with R = S \{(vu)} we have pR = qS ≥ 1{x} whih is not possible. So we an assume
that (vu) 6∈ S. Let R ontain those moves of S that do not involve any vertex in K. Then
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Figure 6.2. Substitution for a ut ear. The edge weight is ω˜(vu) = a = 2n−1
where n is the number verties of the path onneting v to u in G.
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Figure 6.3. A graph with an open ear.
pR(u) ≥ qS(u) + 1, pR(w) = qS(w) for w ∈ V (H) and pR(w) = p(w) for w ∈ V (K). So
pR ≥ 1{x} whih is again impossible. 
Proposition 6.3. Let E be a ut ear of Gω with end verties v and u. Let G˜ be the graph
reated from G by removing the inner verties of E and adding the edge vu. Dene ω˜ on
E(G˜) by
ω˜(e) =
{
a if e = vu
ω(e) else
where a is the produt of the weights of the edges of E. If the goal vertex x is not an inner
vertex of E then pi(Gω , x) = pi(G˜ω˜, x).
Proof. Without loss of generality we an assume that x is loser to v than to u as shown in
Figure 6.2. Let u = v1, v2, . . . , vk = v be the onseutive verties of E.
First we show that pi(Gω, x) ≤ pi(G˜ω˜ , x). For a ontradition, assume that pi(Gω, x) >
pi(G˜ω˜, x). Let p be a maximum size pebble distribution on G from whih x is not reahable.
By Lemma 6.2, p has no pebbles on the inner verties of E so the restrition q = p|V (G˜) is
a pebble distribution on G˜ with ‖q‖ = ‖p‖ = pi(Gω , x) − 1 ≥ pi(G˜ω˜, x). Hene there is a
multiset S of pebbling moves on G˜ω˜ suh that qS ≥ 1{x}. Let R be the multiset of pebbling
moves ontaining the moves in S with eah move of the form (uv) replaed by the moves
(v1v2), . . . , (vk−1vk). Then qR ≥ 1{x} whih is a ontradition.
Now we show that pi(Gω, x) ≥ pi(G˜ω˜ , x). Let p be a pebble distribution on G˜ with size
pi(Gω, x). Let q be the extension of p to V (G) suh that q is zero on the inner verties of
E. Then ‖q‖ = ‖p‖ = pi(Gω , x) and so there is an ayli multiset S of pebbling moves suh
that qS ≥ 1{x}. We reate a multiset R of pebbling moves on G˜ as follows. We start with
S. We then searh for a direted path in T (G,S) onneting u to v and we remove all the
moves orresponding to the arrows of this direted path. We do this until there are no more
suh direted paths. Then we add as many opies of (uv) as the number of direted paths
removed. Finally we remove all moves involving inner verties of E. It is easy to see that
pR ≥ 1{x}. 
6.3. Open ears. Figure 6.3 depits an open ear. An open ear annot be replaed by a
single edge but we an still take advantage of it using squishing as explained in Setion 9.
6.4. Examples. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show two examples of simplied graphs using ears. The
graph G is the same in both examples but the ears are dierent beause the goal verties
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Figure 6.4. Simpliation of G with goal vertex v0 suh that pi(G, v0) =
pi(G˜ω˜, v0) + 1 = 36. The two ut ears denoted by dashed edges are replaed
by the weighted edges v0v3 and v5v3 in G˜. The losed ear denoted by double
dotted edges is replaed by the weighted edge v3u.
v0 __ v1 __ v2 RR
?>=<89:;v6 v7
v3
llll
v5 __ v4
ll v9 v8
v0 8RRRR
?>=<89:;v6 v7
v3
llll
v5 4
llll v9 v8
G G˜ω˜
Figure 6.5. Simpliation of G with goal vertex v6 suh that pi(G, v6) =
pi(G˜ω˜, v6) = 22. The two ut ears denoted by dashed edges are replaed by
the weighted edges v0v3 and v5v3 in G˜. The open ear denoted by dotted
edges remains in G˜.
are dierent. The pebbling number of the graph is pi(G) = 36. The path onneting v3 to
v5 ould have been simplied using leaves in both examples. The path onneting v0 to v3
ould have been simplied using leaves as well, but only in the seond example. In both of
these ases a further simpliation is possible using leaves and Proposition 5.1.
Note that in the seond example the end verties v3 and v6 of the open ear are adjaent.
This possibility is important to keep in mind during the development of an algorithm to
nd open ears.
7. Barely suffiient pebble distributions
Let D(G) be the set of pebble distributions on the graph G. For p, q ∈ D(G) we write
p ≤ q if p(v) ≤ q(v) for all v ∈ G. This gives a partial order on D(G). We write p < q if
p ≤ q but p 6= q. It is lear that if a goal vertex is reahable from p and p ≤ q then the goal
vertex is also reahable from q.
Denition 7.1. Let x be a goal vertex ofGω. A pebble distribution p is suient for x if x is
reahable from p. The set of suient distributions for x is denoted by S(Gω, x). A pebble
distribution p ∈ S(Gω, x) is barely suient for x if x is not reahable from any pebble
distribution q satisfying q < p. The set of barely suient distributions for x is denoted by
B(Gω, x). The set of insuient distributions for x is I(Gω, x) = D(G) \ S(Gω, x). We are
going to use the notation S(x), B(x) and I(x) if G and ω is lear from the ontext.
We an partition B(x) into the disjoint union B0(x)∪˙ · · · ∪˙Bk(x) where Bi(x) ontains
those distributions in B(x) from whih x is reahable in i pebbling moves but x is not reah-
able in fewer than i moves. Note that the only element of B0(x) is the pebble distribution
1{x} that ontains a single pebble on x.
Example 7.2. Figure 7.1 shows an example of B(G,x).
The following result is the main reason for our interest in barely suient distributions.
Proposition 7.3. We have p ∈ I(Gω, x) if and only if q ≤ p does not hold for any q ∈
B(Gω, x).
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Figure 7.1. The barely suient pebble distributions for vertex x. The
verties denoted by bullets have no pebbles.
Proof. If x is reahable from a pebble distribution p then we an remove pebbles from p one
by one if needed until we get a q ∈ B(Gω, x) that satises q ≤ p. The other diretion of the
result is obviously true. 
The following example shows how Proposition 7.3 an be used to nd the insuient
distributions.
Example 7.4. In Example 7.2 the maximal elements of I(G,x) are p(x, v1, v2, v3) =
(0, 1, 1, 1), q(x, v1, v2, v3) = (0, 0, 3, 1) and r(x, v1, v2, v3) = (0, 0, 1, 3). The maximum size is
|q| = 4 = |r| and so pi(G,x) = 5.
Our purpose now is to onstrut algorithms for nding B(Gω, x) and pi(Gω , x).
8. Finding barely suffiient distributions
The following result shows how a superset of B(Gω, x) an be onstruted using reursion
starting at B0(Gω, x) = {1{x}}.
Proposition 8.1. If p ∈ Bi+1(Gω, x) then p = qr−1 for some q ∈ Bi(Gω, x) and pebbling
move r.
Proof. Suppose that p ∈ Bi+1(Gω, x). Then there is an exeutable sequene s =
(s1, . . . , si+1) of pebbling moves suh that ps(x) ≥ 1. Then with q = ps1 we learly have
p = qs−1
1
. Vertex x is reahable from q in the i moves of the sequene (s2, . . . , si+1). If x
is reahable from q in j moves then it is reahable from p in j + 1 moves. So x annot be
reahed from q in fewer than i moves, whih means that q ∈ Bi(Gω, x). 
We do not have to use every pebbling move r during the onstrution of Bi+1(Gω , x) from
Bi(Gω, x) as shown in the next result that essentially a simple ase of the No-Cyle Lemma.
Proposition 8.2. Let p ∈ B(Gω, x). If pS ≥ 1{x} and (vu) ∈ S then q = p(vu)−1 6∈
B(Gω, x).
Proof. Let q˜(u, v, ∗) = (q(u) − 1, q(v) − 1, q(∗)) and R = S \ {(vu)}. Then q˜ < q and
q˜R(u, v, ∗) = (q˜S(u)− 1, q˜S(v) + 2, q˜S(∗))
= (qS(u)− 2, qS(v) + 1, qS(∗))
= (pS(u), pS(v), pS(∗)) = pS(u, v, ∗)
whih means q˜R = pS ≥ 1{x}. So q is not barely suient. 
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Input: Gω, x
Output: B(Gω, x)
(p,E,W ) := (1{x}, E(
−→
G), ∅) // (distribution, transfers, forbidden verties)
1
Q.pushBak((p,E,W )) // growing queue of distributions2
for (p,E,W ) ∈ Q do3
for u ∈ supp(p) do // u has a pebble4
for (v, u) ∈ E and u 6∈W do // allowed transfer from v to u5
q := p(vu)−1 // andidate distribution6
F := E \ {(u, v)} // bakward transfer no longer allowed7
X := W ∪ {u} // transfer to u no longer allowed8
for (q˜, F˜ , X˜) ∈ Q do9
if q˜ < q then // andidate too large?10
break // andidate fails11
if q˜ = q then // andidate already in queue?12
F˜ := F˜ ∩ F // fewer allowed edges for q˜13
X˜ := X˜ ∩X // not initial in any way14
break15
if q˜ > q then // q˜ is not barely suient?16
Q.remove((q˜, F˜ , X˜)) // remove q˜ from queue17
if did not break then18
Q.pushBak((q, F,X)) // andidate works19
// modiation (see Note 9.3)20
B(Gω, x) := {p | (p,E,W ) ∈ Q}21
Figure 8.1. Algorithm to nd the set B(Gω, x) of barely suient distributions.
An important interpretation of this result is that every distribution in B(Gω, x) an be
gotten as pT where p = 1{x} and T is a multiset of inverse pebbling moves suh that
(vu)−1 and (uv)−1 are not in T together for any u and v. Keeping trak of the diretions
of the inverse pebbling moves speeds up the alulation of nding B(Gω, x). It also helps
eliminating moves that annot be initial moves.
Given a graph G, let
−→
G be the direted graph whose vertex set is V (G) and whose arrow
set ontains two arrows (u, v) and (v, u) for every edge uv ∈ E(G).
Algorithm 8.3. The algorithm shown in Figure 8.1 nds the set of barely suient distri-
butions.
The heart of the algorithm is Proposition 8.1. We apply inverse pebbling moves to transfer
pebbles in barely suient distributions in hope of nding new barely suient distributions.
We use triples of the form (p,E,W ) where p is a pebble distribution. The role of E is to keep
trak of the diretion of the pebble ow so that we an avoid the bak and forth transfer
as explained in Proposition 8.2. The role of W is to avoid pebbling sequenes that are
not regular as explained in Theorem 3.4(4). Now we give the detailed explanation of the
algorithm:
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 lines 12: We ll the queue Q of barely suient distribution andidates with
B0(Gω, x). We set E = E(
−→
G) sine the pebbles an ow in any diretion. We
set W = ∅ sine no vertex is ruled out as the starting vertex of an initial move.
 line 3: This loop takes an element p of Q and applies a possible inverse pebbling
move to reate a new distribution q. If p ∈ Bi(x) then q is a andidate for Bi+1(x).
 line 4: We nd a vertex u that has at least one pebble. We plan to remove a pebble
from this vertex and add two pebbles to an adjaent vertex v.
 line 5: We only want to apply (vu)−1 if (uv)−1 was not used before and if (vu)
is an initial move.
 line 6: We apply the inverse pebbling move (vu)−1 to reate the new barely su-
ient andidate q.
 line 7: Aording to Proposition 8.2, we do not want to apply (uv)−1 sine we
already used (vu)−1.
 line 8: Any move of the form (uw) is not an initial move sine we already have a
move of the form (vu).
 line 9: The loop heks the newly reated andidate against the other distributions
in the queue.
 lines 1011: We already put a smaller andidate is the queue so the new andidate
annot be barely suient.
 line 12: The new andidate q is already in the queue. It is likely that it was reated
using dierent inverse pebbling moves. We do not add this andidate to the queue
twie. Still, we an update the information about this distribution in the queue.
 line 13: We an redue the possible inverse pebbling moves using Proposition 8.2.
 line 14: It is possible that a move is initial in one set of pebbling moves but not in
another set. We only want to delare a move not initial if it is not initial in every
possible set of pebbling moves that reahes the goal vertex.
 lines 1617: If the new andidate is smaller than a distribution q˜ in the queue then
q˜ annot be barely suient. Therefore we remove it from the queue.
 lines 1819: The new andidate is added to the queue.
Example 8.4. Let x be the goal vertex and v1 and v2 be the other verties of the omplete
graph G = K3 and let ω(xv2) = 5. Figure 8.2 shows how Algorithm 8.3 nds B(Gω, x) =
{p(0), p(11), p(21), p(31)}. Note that p(12) is added to the queue and only removed later when
p(31) is found. This late reognition of the fat that p(12) is not barely suient is the reason
why the algorithm needs to test p(22) as a andidate.
9. Squished distributions
In this setion we prove a version of the Squishing Lemma of [1℄ using open ears. A pebble
distribution is squished on a path P if all the pebbles on P are plaed on a single vertex of
P or on two adjaent verties of P . A pebble distribution an be made squished on a path
using squishing moves.
Lemma 9.1. (Squishing) If vertex x is not reahable from a pebble distribution p with size
n, then there is a pebble distribution of size n that is squished on eah unweighted open ear
and from whih x is still not reahable.
Proof. Let E be an unweighted open ear with onseutive verties v0, . . . , vn. Suppose that
the pebble distribution p is not squished on E. Let i be the smallest and j be the largest
index for whih p(vi) > 0 and p(vj) > 0. Note that we must have j − i ≥ 2. Dene a new
pebble distribution q by applying a squishing move that moves one pebble from vi to vk and
another pebble from vj to vk for some k satisfying i < k < j.
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1. Q = {p(0)} 6. p(31) tested, smaller than p(12)
2. Q = {p(0), p(11)} 7. Q = {p(0), p(11), p(21)}
3. Q = {p(0), p(11), p(12)} 8. Q = {p(0), p(11), p(21), p(31)}
4. Q = {p(0), p(11), p(12), p(21)} 9. p(32) tested but is larger than p(0)
5. p(22) tested but is larger than p(21) 10. p(41) tested but is larger than p(0)
Figure 8.2. The distributions in solid frames belong to B(Gω, x). A distri-
bution p(ij) in a dotted frame is never in the queue. A solid arrow from q to
p is drawn with label (vu) if q = p(vu)−1 . A dashed arrow from q to p is
drawn if q ≥ p and so q 6∈ B(Gω, x). The table shows how the distribution
queue Q hanges during the exeution of the Algorithm 8.3.
Suppose x is reahable from q, that is, there is an ayli multiset S of pebbling moves
suh that qS ≥ 1{x}. Pik a maximal direted path of T (G,S) with onseutive verties
vk = w0, w1, . . . , wl all in the set {vi, vi+1, . . . , vj}. Let D be the set of moves orresponding
to the arrows of this direted path, that is, D = {(w0w1), . . . , (wl−1wl)} and let R =
S \ D. We need to onsider three ases depending on whether wl = vk, wl ∈ {vi, vj} or
wl 6∈ {vk, vi, vj}. It is easy to see that in all three ases we must have pR ≥ 1{x} whih is a
ontradition.
Applying squishing moves repeatedly on E makes the pebble distribution squished on E.
This proedure keeps the goal vertex x unreahable. A squishing move on E might remove
a pebble from another open ear but it annot add a pebble to it. So if the distribution
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is squished on an open ear then it remains squished after the appliation of a squishing
move on E. So the desired pebble distribution an be reahed by applying all the available
squishing moves on all unweighted ears in any order. 
The set Is(Gω, x) of squished insuient distributions is the set of those elements of
I(Gω, x) that are squished on all open ears of G. The set Bs(Gω, x) of squished barely
suient distributions is the set of those elements of B(Gω, x) that are squished on all open
ears of G.
Proposition 9.2. We have p ∈ Is(Gω, x) if and only if q ≤ p does not hold for any
q ∈ Bs(Gω , x).
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 7.3. 
Note 9.3. We an nd Bs(Gω, x) by a slight modiation of Algorithm 8.3. On line 20 we
simply remove (p,E,W ) from Q if p is not squished.
Corollary 9.4. pi(Gω, x) = max{|p| : p ∈ Is(Gω, x)} + 1.
Proof. The result follows from the Squishing Lemma using pi(Gω, x) = max{|p| : p ∈
I(Gω, x)} + 1. 
10. Finding insuffiient distributions
Now we present an algorithm for nding Is(x). Let p¯ be the pebble distribution dened
by p¯(v) = max{q(v) | q ∈ Bs(x)} for all v ∈ V (G). It is lear that if p ∈ Is(x) then p ≤ m.
The idea of the algorithm is to derease the number of pebbles at ertain verties of p¯ until
it beomes insuient.
Algorithm 10.1. The algorithm shown in Figure 10.1 nds pi(Gω, x) using Bs(Gω, x).
The algorithm uses Proposition 9.2 and Corollary 9.4. The input Bs(Gω, x) is the output
of the modied Algorithm 8.3 as explained in Note 9.3. It ontains all the squished barely
suient distributions. Now we give the detailed explanation of the algorithm:
 lines 13: For eah vertex v there is a barely suient distribution that has pebbles
only on v. So the distribution p¯ is an upper bound for I(Gω, x). Every insuient
distribution an be onstruted form p¯ by dereasing the number of pebbles on some
verties.
 lines 412: We only need to nd those insuient distributions that are squished. So
instead of using p¯ we an use a new distribution p by removing all the pebbles from p¯
at a few verties until the distribution beomes squished. Every squished insuient
distribution an be onstruted from one suh p by dereasing the number of pebbles
on some verties. So we ollet all these p's in the queue Q on line 7. The queues P
and Q are kept ordered so lines 7 and 12 an use binary searhes to avoid dupliation
in the queues.
 line 13: The variable M is initialized, it will ontain the maximum size max{|p| :
p ∈ Is(Gω, x)} of an insuient distribution.
 lines 1427: We are nding M using Corollaries 9.2 and 9.4. Queue Q ontains
pairs of the form (p, i). Suh a p is always smaller than the rst i − 1 elements of
Bs(Gω , x). In eah iteration we replae (p, i) ∈ Q by possibly several new elements
in the queue of the form (q, i+ 1). Suh a q is now smaller than the rst i elements
of Bs(Gω, x). We an nd suh a q by dereasing the number of pebbles at a vertex
where the i-th element of Bs(Gω, x) has pebbles. The loop in line 23 nds these
verties. Line 27 uses binary searh.
 line 28: The pebbling number is alulated aording to Corollary 9.4.
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Input: C := Bs(Gω, x)
Output: pi(Gω, x)
for v ∈ V (G) do1
p¯(v) := max{q(v) | q ∈ C} // p is an upper bound for Is(Gω, x)2
P .pushBak(p¯) // ordered queue of not yet squished andidates3
while P not empty do // more andidates to try4
P .popBak(p) // work with andidate p5
if p squished then6
Q.insert((p, 1)) // ordered queue of squished andidates7
ontinue // nothing more to do with p8
for v ∈ V (G) do // try to improve p9
q := p // modify p10
q(v) := 0 // this might make it squished11
P .insert(q) // add improved andidate to the queue12
M := 0 // size of best insuient distribution so far13
while Q not empty do // more andidates to try14
Q.popBak((p, i)) // p works for C[1], . . . , C[i− 1]15
if |p| ≤M then // too few pebbles?16
ontinue // andidate has no hope to be better17
while i ≤ |C| and C[i] 6≤ p do // nd rst i suh that C[i] ≤ p18
i := i+ 1 // not found yet19
if i > |C| then // no suh i, andidate works20
M := |p| // p is the best insuient distribution so far21
ontinue // nothing more to do with p22
for v ∈ V (G) do // make andidate work for C[i]23
q := p // modify p24
q(v) := C[i](v) − 1 // q works for C[1], . . . , C[i]25
if q(v) ≥ 0 then // nonnegative number of pebbles on v?26
Q.insert((q, i+ 1)) // add improved andidate to the queue27
pi(Gω , x) := M + 128
Figure 10.1. Algorithm to nd the distribution with the most
pebbles that is insuient for the goal vertex.
It is important to keep our queues sorted and to use binary searh at the insert operations.
Without this the algorithm beomes too slow to be pratial.
11. Test results
We tested our algorithms by alulating the pebbling number of every onneted graph
with fewer than 10 verties. We used Nauty [7℄ to generate these graphs and their auto-
morphism groups. We simplied eah graph as follows. For eah goal vertex we replaed
every losed ears and ut ears with a weighted edge as desribed in Subsetions 6.1 and
6.2. Then we reursively used available leaves to simplify the graph as muh as possible as
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|V (G)| = 1
1 1
|V (G)| = 2
2 1
|V (G)| = 3
3 1
4 1
|V (G)| = 4
4 3
5 2
8 1
|V (G)| = 5
5 10
6 5
8 2
9 3
16 1
|V (G)| = 6
6 45
7 15
8 13
9 16
10 13
11 1
16 4
17 4
32 1
|V (G)| = 7
7 322
8 113
9 125
10 129
11 68
12 4
16 23
17 35
18 22
19 2
32 4
33 5
64 1
|V (G)| = 8
8 4494
9 1658
10 1870
11 1425
12 478
13 26
14 1
16 190
17 341
18 333
19 148
20 15
32 36
33 52
34 34
35 3
64 6
65 6
128 1
|V (G)| = 9
9 126646
10 43935
11 41222
12 22756
13 4975
14 208
15 6
16 2505
17 5293
18 5992
19 4070
20 1310
21 137
22 5
23 8
32 318
33 626
34 579
35 261
36 33
39 1
64 50
65 79
66 47
67 4
128 6
129 7
256 1
Table 1. The frequeny of pebbling numbers for graph with less than 10
verties. The data is grouped by the number |V (G)| of verties in the graph.
Eah data row ontains a possible pebbling number followed by the frequeny
of this pebbling number.
desribed in Setion 5. Then we run Algorithms 8.3 and 10.1 to nd the pebbling number
of the simplied graph.
The automorphism group helped us reduing the number of goal verties to representatives
of orbits. It is well known that the hardest to reah goal vertex in a tree is a leaf, so in trees
we only piked leaf verties for the goal vertex.
The algorithms were oded in C++ using the Standard Template Library. The ode was
ompiled with the gnu ompiler. It took about a day on a 3 GHz Unix mahine to nish the
alulations. The alulation for graphs with fewer than 9 verties took less than 10 minutes.
Table 1 shows the frequeny of the pebbling numbers. The result onrms the existene of
gaps in the spetrum of pebbling numbers desribed in [2℄. We heked our results on many
graphs with known pebbling numbers suh as paths, omplete graphs, yles, some trees,
Lemke graph, Petersen graph. The pebbling numbers are available on the internet.
12. Further questions
(1) We do not have any example where t 7→ pit(G,x) is not linear for t ≥ 3. Is it true
that t 7→ pit(G,x) is always linear for t ≥ t0 for some t0? What properties of the
graph an be used to nd t0?
(2) Is it possible that the goal vertex x that maximizes pi(G,x) is an interior vertex of
a ut ear of G? The answer seems to be no and it may depend on the rst question.
We ould use this result to speed up our alulation of pi(G) sine we would have to
test fewer goal verties.
(3) Is it possible to take advantage of open ears in a better way? Can we simplify a
graph with an open ear so that it has fewer verties? This simpliation might help
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tremendously if it is ompatible with ear deomposition. It might be possible to
redue a graph ompletely if we know pit for all graphs with fewer verties.
(4) Perhaps adding extra weighted edges ould speed up Algorithm 8.3 in ertain ases.
For example in an open ear, we ould onnet the end verties to the interior verties
with appropriate weights depending on the distane.
(5) What general results are there about the pebbling number of weighted graphs? In
partiular, does Graham's onjeture hold for weighted graphs?
(6) What is the pebbling number of simple weighted graphs like the weighted omplete
graph or a weighted yle? Even a weighted triangle seems to be fairly ompliated
with a lot of ases to onsider.
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